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Abstract—Processes in the insurance economy are often cumbersome and expensive because of the inherently opposing interests of insurers and customers. Smart contracts bear a large potential to simplify these processes and thereby reduce costs. In this paper, we present CAIPY, our smart contract-based ecosystem for simple and transparent car insurance. In CAIPY, smart contracts do not replace but support current processes to enable significant cost savings, e.g., by removing the necessity for manual inspection of insurance claims in presence of tamper-resistant car sensors. However, the involved parties can resort to well-established processes at any time, trading off cost efficiency against process reliability. CAIPY thus showcases how smart contracts can support insurers without introducing new risks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The traditional insurance ecosystem relies on complex contracts between the insurer and the customer as well as strict decision processes. This complexity is currently required as insurer and customer have inherently opposing interests and can also act maliciously: On the one hand, the insurer seeks to minimize required payouts to her customers. This enables the insurer to reduce insurance premiums for all customers as well as to retain a higher profit. A dishonest insurer could, for instance, try to block rightful payouts by exploiting loopholes in the insurance contract. On the other hand, the customer gets insurance because of the promise to be reimbursed in case of unforeseen damages such as car accidents. By committing insurance fraud, a malicious customer could also try to trick the insurer into paying unjustified reimbursements [1]. Hence, insurance policies must account for a plethora of possible eventualities, and thus become hard to understand for the customer as well as hard to validate.

In case of a claim by the customer, the insurer currently has to manually validate whether the preconditions of the insurance policy are met by the claim. This process quickly becomes tedious and expensive, as it requires consulting surveyors and intensive paperwork, and makes up around 25% of the insurer’s costs [2]. While this involved process is necessary for certain cases such as attempted insurance fraud, there is a high potential for improvement in clear cases or cases of only minor value that do not warrant costly investigation.

It is thus desirable for insurers to further automate the processing of their customers’ claims in order to reduce costs. However, since both the insurer and the customer may behave maliciously, an independent third party must still be involved in the process. Since this is seemingly in contrast to the automation desires of insurers, in this paper, we investigate how to provide a further automated, trustless, and independent oversight system for car insurances to reduce overall costs.

In this paper, we thus present CAIPY, our Ethereum-based [3] car insurance policy framework relying on tamper-resistant sensors. Public blockchain systems such as Ethereum provide an immutable ledger that enables transparent processes between mutually distrusting parties. Further, their attached digital currencies are becoming widely accepted and can be used to automatically reimburse customers at low overheads.

Our design takes advantage of these properties and consists of smart contracts that realize a trustless ledger of car insurance-related events, e.g., crashes or other component malfunctions, as well as the current status of any customer claim. CAIPY benefits from automated damage detection based on tamper-resistant sensors to reduce processing costs of insurance claims. Nevertheless, if in doubt both parties can request a manual inspection of the claim, e.g., involve an independent surveyor, at increased costs. This enables insurers to carefully gauge how much to rely on smart contract-based automation of their processes. Hence, by combining blockchain-based automation with the option to have an independent third party manually investigate insurance claims further CAIPY can decrease insurance costs without additional required trust relations between insurer and customer.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define the scenario and outline challenges and building blocks for smart contract-based car insurance. Section III then describes our framework, CAIPY, which we evaluate w.r.t. costs, security, and reliability in Section IV. Section V discusses limitations and future work. Section VI discusses related work and Section VII concludes this paper.

II. SCENARIO AND CHALLENGES

To motivate the benefits of smart contract-based car insurance, we first derive our assumed scenario from analyzing current approaches to car insurance (Section II-A). We then identify the emerging technology of tamper-resistant sensors as a valuable building block to further automate car insurance processes for potential cost savings (Section II-B). Finally, we argue that the application of blockchain technology, especially...
smart contracts, is key to realize this potential (Section II-C) and outline challenges for smart contract-based car insurance (Section II-D).

A. The Current State of Car Insurance

Processes in the car insurance industry are currently complex and cost-intensive [2], and they typically involve the insurer, the customer, external surveyors, and a judge.

To insure her car, the customer negotiates an insurance policy with the insurer. The insurance policy is a legally binding contract that determines conditions under which the insurer reimburses the customer for damages the customer cannot be held accountable for, e.g., certain crashes or malfunction of a component. To finance such reimbursements, the insurer anticipates that costly damages are seldom and collects a regular fee from all customers that is small in relation.

Customers have to apply for reimbursements. To avoid insurance fraud, the insurer can choose to task a surveyor with inspecting the alleged damage. The surveyor creates a report of the inspection, which is used by the insurer to check whether the customer should be reimbursed according to the insurance policy. In case that the report is not decisive, for instance, because a customer is accountable for the damage but tries to cover this fact up, the insurer can also include further external sources such as police reports into the decision.

Since insurance policies are often complex, the insurer's decision can be intransparent to the customer, who can contest that decision. In this case, both parties can negotiate a settlement or ask the judge for a definitive decision.

B. Sources for Reliable Data in Process Automation

The availability of reliable data is crucial for the insurer to decide whether or not to reimburse a customer. Thus, insurers currently task external surveyors to inspect customer claims to ensure data reliability. Any alternatives must ensure the same level of data reliability via technical means.

Unfortunately, traditional sensors and electronic control units (ECUs), as deployed in most current cars to enable driver-assistance or safety systems, are often not designed for transferring data between an insurance customer and the respective insurer in a non-manipulable manner [4]. However, due to the increasing importance of vehicle telematics, tamper-resistant sensors and ECUs recently emerged, which make manipulation attempts by the customer either nearly impossible or at least immediately detectable.

One approach to implement tamper-resistant devices is motivated by privacy needs and uses special cryptographic modules that delete cryptographic secrets upon detecting manipulation. The NIST specifies requirements for such modules in four different levels in FIPS 140-2 [5], where any manipulation to a Level 4 cryptographic module needs to be detected with very high probability. Notably, first tamper-resistant devices for increased data privacy are already available [6], albeit currently arguably too expensive to be mass-produced for cars. Although we expect these costs to be reduced once the market for tamper-resistant sensors and ECUs grows, insurers can already trade off costs against the security needs w.r.t. reported sensor readings. When relying on only detecting physical manipulation of sensors or ECUs, e.g., due to broken seals, the insurer still requires to conduct manual inspection to identify such manipulations. However, verifying that such a seal is still intact is easier than assessing the customer’s insurance claim and can thus be performed at lower costs, potentially even without a third-party surveyor (e.g., via online photo proof).

In conclusion, tamper-resistant sensors and ECUs are an emerging technology with a high potential for future utilization in automated and reliable communication between mutually distrusting parties. Since cheaper variants with sufficient potential cost savings, e.g., sealed sensors, are already widely deployable, we assume their availability for the remainder of this paper.

C. Benefits of Blockchain-based Car Insurance

We have argued that processes related to car insurance can be further automated and that tamper-resistant sensors provide a valuable building block in achieving this goal. In this section, we argue that blockchain technology, especially smart contracts, is key to seizing this potential.

As discussed in Section II-A, current processes for car insurance often rely on a manual inspection conducted by an independent surveyor. Although this dependency is the main obstacle for further automation attempts, the surveyor plays a crucial role as a trusted third party for both the customer and the insurer. Hence, overcoming the dependency on external surveyors is a promising approach for further automation, but its automated replacement must be equally trustworthy.

Blockchain technology promises to constitute exactly this trustworthy replacement by providing a decentralized and immutable event ledger. While initially only recording financial data, blockchains are now also being used to record non-financial data [7]. Subsequently, Ethereum [3] smart contracts further extended the functionality of cryptocurrencies by allowing for the enforcement of digital payments if freely definable conditions are satisfied. Smart contracts thus provide the foundation for defining conditions for the automated reimbursement of customers of car insurances based on reliable data, e.g., originating from tamper-resistant sensors. The utilization of the Ethereum blockchain thus promises transparency of insurance processes as well as an additional layer of resistance to data manipulation by both the insurer and the customer. However, this promising approach comes along with new challenges, as we detail in the next section.

D. Challenges for Smart Contract-based Car Insurance

Integrating smart contracts into current insurance processes bears the potential to reduce costs by simplifying and automating them, but comes with the following challenges.

Data Reliability. As argued in Section II-B, it is the main challenge for further process automation in car insurance that insurers have access to reliable event data. Any smart contract-based optimization requires that the smart contract is provided with equally reliable data for its decisions. While
tamper-resistant sensors are promising to emit reliable data, we still must assume that sensor readings are occasionally erroneous. Hence, insurers need to be able to intervene in case of suspicious sensor readings. Finally, the sensors and smart contract must be aware that sensor readings might be delayed or even lost due to temporarily bad connectivity.

Cost Efficiency. Automation of insurance processes via smart contracts is no guarantee for cost reductions. The extremely volatile [8], but generally comparably high prices of popular cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum render it increasingly challenging to design cost-efficient blockchain-based processes. This is mainly due to transaction fees, which are paid per byte of transaction size, as well as gas costs. In order to communicate with smart contracts, Ethereum users have to pay its operation with so-called gas, a subdivision of Ether, which is directly proportional to the complexity of the interaction with the smart contract. To reduce costs of current insurance processes, a smart contract-based alternative must be aware of these additional and non-negligible cost factors.

Customer Privacy. Blockchain data is inherently public to all participants, i.e., sensitive customer information such as event locations could be leaked if sensor-recorded events were stored in the clear. Storing only encrypted data on the blockchain instead requires access control such that only authorized parties can decrypt and further process event data.

III. CAIPY DESIGN

We now present CAIPY, our smart contract-based car insurance policy. We give a high-level overview in Section III-A and then discuss the involved smart contracts in Section III-B as well as interaction with CAIPY in Section III-C. Finally, we discuss customer privacy in Section III-D.

A. Design Overview

The goal of CAIPY is not to replace classical processes of car insurers entirely with smart contracts, but it rather acknowledges that the insurer must remain in power to overrule the smart contracts’ decisions. Hence, it is a central design element of CAIPY that the smart contracts reliably record insurance processes and can make suggestions on behalf of the insurer, but that the insurer can choose to nevertheless involve independent third parties into the process, albeit at higher costs. This element of CAIPY is crucial, for instance in the case of unforeseen sensor manipulation, i.e., jeopardized data reliability. We thus rather extend current insurance processes with smart contracts whenever we can either simplify the process, reduce its costs, or increase transparency for customers.

Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of CAIPY. CAIPY is based on Ethereum and uses standard smart contracts to create an immutable ledger of insurance-related events such as crashes or component malfunctions as well as the status of customer claims. We chose to base CAIPY on a public blockchain system instead of a permissioned system such as Hyperledger Fabric [9] because of two reasons. First, Ethereum’s cryptocurrency, Ether, is widely accepted outside the context of insurance and thus allows directly reimbursing customers. Secondly and more importantly, insurers have an incentive to act malicious-but-cautiously [10] and hence a smart contract-based oversight of insurance processes must not be controlled exclusively by different insurers.

At the core of CAIPY’s design is the policy contract, a smart contract that models relevant parts of the process defined by the physical insurance policy between insurer and customer and thus can mediate between both parties. Most notably, the smart contract moderates currently available options to both parties in case of a dispute over an insurance claim.

A significant cost factor for the insurer is the consultation of external surveyors to verify customer claims. To reduce this overhead, CAIPY assumes that cars contain a comprehensive set of tamper-resistant sensors (cf. Section II-B), which can reliably detect insurance-relevant events such as crashes or malfunctioning components. In CAIPY, these sensors communicate with a surveyor contract, which is responsible for storing relevant event data persistently on the blockchain.

CAIPY channels all user-based interaction with smart contracts through a DApp, a browser-based frontend for Ethereum smart contracts. Finally, CAIPY uses a dedicated insurance token to mitigate effects of high market price volatility in Ethereum. In the remainder of this section, we further discuss the individual components of CAIPY.

B. Smart Contract-based Event Ledger

As shown in Figure 1, smart contracts constitute the backend of CAIPY. CAIPY uses three different types of Ethereum smart contracts: the policy contract, the surveyor contract, and a smart contract implementing the insurance token.

Policy Contract. The policy contract moderates the steps of processing a customer claim between the customer and insurer. Figure 2 shows a simplified version of the policy contract’s underlying state transition model. Once the surveyor contract reports a crash because of readings of the tamper-resistant sensors, the policy contract automatically opens up a customer claim. The customer can either decide to withdraw the claim (e.g., to prevent a rise in premiums) or pursue it. In the latter case, the customer requests a reimbursement, which the insurer must either approve or reject. If the insurer...
approves the claim, the customer is reimbursed, and the claim processing concludes. Otherwise, both parties can negotiate a more appropriate reimbursement. As a last resort, both parties can call a court at each stage to enforce a decision using the well-established, but costly, traditional insurance processes.

**Surveyor Contract.** The surveyor contract serves as a brand-specific proxy between cars and the policy contract of the insurer. Since car sensors only report events to the surveyor contract independent of the contract’s state, the car is not required to store the Ethereum blockchain. Instead, it only needs to be capable of creating Ethereum transactions to be sent to the surveyor contract. The surveyor contract records insurance-relevant events reported by a car on behalf of the customer on the blockchain and informs the policy contract of any new events. Since we assume that tamper-resistant sensors report the events, the surveyor contract can reliably report relevant events. Thereby, the currently often mandatory manual claim inspections by surveyors can be avoided. However, the insurer can further minimize its risk of reimbursing false claims by opting to supplement this first assessment with an additional manual inspection if deemed necessary. As we further detail in Section III-D, the surveyor contract also maintains the confidentiality of recorded events until an authorized party requests to disclose that data.

**Insurance Token.** As we discussed in Section II-D, the market prices of cryptocurrencies tend to be highly volatile [8]. To optionally mitigate these effects, the insurance token constitutes a sub-currency to be used for reimbursements by the insurer and subsequently accepted by further business partners, e.g., car repair services. By creating isolated insurance token via additional smart contracts, we can decouple the transferred values within the car insurance ecosystem from volatile cryptocurrency prices, which mitigates financial risks for both the insurer and the customer. Insurers could also tie the insurance tokens’ value to real-world currencies in order to make them more easily spendable for their customers.

In the subsequent section, we describe how the parties involved in car insurance processes can conveniently interact with these smart contract in order to make CAIPY usable for a broad audience of insurers and customers.

### C. A User-Friendly Interface for Insurance Processes

CAIPY intends two different forms of interactions with its backend, i.e., the smart contracts we introduced in Section III-B: While car sensors communicate with the surveyor contract directly, user interaction with any of the smart contracts is channeled through the CAIPY DApp:\(^1\)

As discussed in Section II-B, CAIPY relies on the availability of tamper-resistant sensors within insured cars. These sensors monitor the car and send relevant information directly to the surveyor contract in case of an event. We realized a simple sensor with key management on a Raspberry Pi using Python. While we implemented the necessary cryptographic aspects of a sensor node, we did not focus on the actual tamper-resistance of the hardware setup. The sensor can cache recorded events in case of bad connectivity to send them to the surveyor contract at a later point. Further, it encrypts all event data prior to sending it to the surveyor contract and provides integrity protection using the keccak-256 hash function [11], as this enables automatic on-chain verification (cf. Section III-D). The sensor offloads all blockchain operations to a trusted Ethereum node via its RPC provider, e.g., an Ethereum node the customer runs at home to potentially receive reimbursements. This unburdens the sensor manufacturer from dealing with blockchain specifics as much as possible while still providing a trustworthy environment for the customer.

For all human interaction of the customer, insurer, and court with the smart contract, we implemented the CAIPY DApp using the web3.js API, the cryptojs library and several other Node.js libraries. The CAIPY DApp provides different views that are tailored towards the different roles users can assume. Most notably, customers and insurers get an overview of recorded events and customer claims as well as the current state of any open claims. Furthermore, they can instruct the policy contract based on the current state according to our simple process described in Figure 2.

#### D. Privacy-preserving Data Access

In order to provide a transparent car insurance ecosystem, CAIPY requires to store information about insured cars and insurance-related events, e.g., detected crashes or malfunction of a car component, on the blockchain. In CAIPY, car sensor nodes only upload punctual information on such events instead of all available data to protect the customer’s privacy against the insurer to the best extent possible. While the remaining event data is crucial for processing insurance claims, CAIPY must protect the customer’s privacy against outsiders monitoring the public Ethereum blockchain. We thus only store AES-encrypted information on the blockchain. The corresponding keys are distributed to the authorized parties, i.e., the customer, the insurer, and the court, by encrypting them asymmetrically.

\(^1\) Demo available at http://caipy.comsys.rwth-aachen.de
using ECIES for each involved party and storing the encrypted AES keys on the blockchain as well. This approach ensures the availability of all data on insurance claims to each party. Furthermore, this way CAIPY can be extended to allow for more sophisticated access control in the future, e.g., provide anyone interested in purchasing a car with a trustworthy history of the car to reduce the threat of scams.

IV. Evaluation

We evaluate and discuss CAIPY w.r.t. cost (Section IV-A), security (Section IV-B), and timing constraints (Section IV-C).

A. Costs of Smart Contract Interaction

In this section, we analyze the costs that arise from interacting with the smart contracts constituting the backend of CAIPY. Costs can stem from transaction fees as well as the gas costs required to execute the smart contract functionality. We only consider operations that alter the state of the smart contracts, as reading operations can be performed locally and are thus considered to be free.

Table I shows the proposed as well as actual gas costs of the most common operations in CAIPY and their real-world prices in EUR as well as USD. For our analysis, we consider the average gas price of 17 GWei (1 GWei = 1 × 10^9 Wei) during May 2018 [12] and the Ether market price of approximately 580 EUR and 683 USD as of May 22nd, 2018 [8].

According to our analysis the most expensive operation in our system is addDecryptKey, costing almost 7 EUR (8.24 USD). This operation is used to store the ECIES-encrypted AES keys (cf. Section III-D) on the blockchain. Notably, this operation is only performed when setting up the insurance policy or on change of authorized parties, e.g., if the customer sells her car. Hence, these comparatively high costs amortize over the validity period of the insurance policy.

All other operations are performed for each insurance-relevant event either when the sensors report to the surveyor contract or the customer or insurer make decisions about the open claim. Here, the most expensive operation is addEvent, which costs around 2 EUR (2.35 USD). The costs of addEvent are strongly influenced by the amount of data that must be uploaded in case of a relevant event. In our analysis, we assumed small payloads of up to 50 bytes. We thus propose that sensors aggregate data before reporting an event so that the data on the blockchain still provides evidence of the event, but the amount of data is nevertheless minimized.

We conclude that incorporating smart contracts into car insurance processes comes at negligible costs for the insurer.

B. Security Discussion

The substantial monetary values that are transferred in insurance ecosystems necessitate that CAIPY is secure. We now discuss (i) how CAIPY prevents data manipulation and privacy breaches and (ii) the security of its smart contracts.

Data Manipulation. Since CAIPY relies on tamper-resistant sensors, we can safely assume that only unaltered data ends up on the blockchain. Subsequently, neither party can delete nor manipulate the data anymore. In case that one party lies about the plain data, the other party can decrypt the blockchain data using her own copy of the used key and can prove that the key is correct via her ECIES identity.

Privacy Breaches. No event data is recorded in the clear on the blockchain. Hence, the customer data is well-protected from outsider access. Misbehavior by the insurer, e.g., disclosing the data to third parties is a general threat and, for instance, the GDPR allows taking such cases to court. We protect the integrity of the plain data by storing a checksum over the data and a random salt in addition to the encrypted data. By applying the random salt, we prevent that information about the plain data can be derived from the keccak-256 checksum.

Smart Contract Security. Previous incidents have proven the high risks stemming from erroneous smart contracts [13]. Most common vulnerabilities can be avoided by using formal testing methods [14]. However, CAIPY additionally protects insurers against errors by not relying entirely on smart contracts. At any point, the parties can complement an open claim via manual inspection (at higher costs).

C. Timing and Loss of Event Records

The semi-automation of insurance processes enabled by CAIPY has the potential for significant time reductions when recording and settling insurance claims.

We expect cases to be settled in the order of hours in case of undisputed claims. However, public blockchains can suffer from congestion [15], which can cause delays when processing insurance events. While Ethereum currently has a comparably stable number of pending transactions [16], congestion can increase block and transaction propagation times [17].

Another threat is real data loss, e.g., when the sensor node is not aware that its event-recording transactions might be delayed indefinitely. In case of lost transactions during the processing of an open claim via CAIPY’s DApp, involved parties can recognize unexpected behavior and can react accordingly. For instance, they can defer the decision to the court at all time. We thus propose that CAIPY-enabled sensors also verify that transactions are recorded via their RPC provider and cache and log events to counter short-term outages.

V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

CAIPY showcases how car insurance policies can be partially managed using smart contracts in order to reduce overall
costs of current processes. However, we identify the following current limitations of our approach that motivate future work.

**Smart Contract Functionality.** In our design, CAIPY can mediate decisions between insurer and customer without the need for an external surveyor inspecting a customer’s insurance claim. Shifting even more functionality to the involved smart contracts, for instance, direct reimbursement decisions without the insurer in the loop is promising to increase transparency for the user and to simplify insurance processes even further. However, the insurer must carefully gauge which decisions can and should be offloaded to smart contracts. As the infamous DAO incident of Ethereum [13] has shown, mistakes can in turn become extremely costly for the insurer. Another problem is the question whether a customer is accountable for the reported damage. We propose to investigate means to incorporate other trusted external information such as police reports into smart contract decisions, e.g., by also outsourcing those to the blockchain in a secure manner.

**Data Privacy vs. Automation.** The requirement for data privacy especially limits what functionality can be shifted to smart contracts, as all data visible to the smart contract must be assumed to be public. A potential remedy to this is to use (fully) homomorphic encryption schemes in the future instead of our current approach of using symmetric encryption keys that are shared within asymmetrically encrypted envelopes. However, homomorphic encryption is no standard feature offered by smart contracts and manual implementation of such schemes likely results in expensive-to-execute smart contracts. In fact, a more fine-granular management of insurance data, e.g., combining both approaches based on concrete use cases, opens up a new design space for future work.

**Data Correctness.** As briefly discussed in Section II-D, smart contract-based decisions heavily rely on data correctness. CAIPY thus requires and motivates further research into tamper-resistant sensors that are feasible to be deployed in cars beyond the recent advances we discussed in Section II-B. While the requirements of CAIPY for such sensors to facilitate simple and clear decisions are comparably low, the availability of such sensors would also benefit other areas of interest such as supply chain management or crowd sensing.

**Scalability.** We anticipate scalability limitations for CAIPY with respect to Ethereum’s blockchain capacities. According to Etherscan, the highest daily transaction volume Ethereum has experienced to this day were about 1.35 million transactions on January 4th, 2018 [18], which results in a maximum throughput of 15.6 transactions per second. In comparison, the police reported a number of 2.6 million car accidents only in Germany during 2017 [19], i.e., about five accidents per minute. Hence, assuming wide-spread adoption in Germany alone CAIPY could become responsible for well over 2% of Ethereum’s maximum throughput even if all insurance claims are handled with minimal overhead. Furthermore, CAIPY currently does not consider the deletion of past events, which could become a burden once CAIPY would be extensively used for a longer time. A potential relief for this scenario could be to build CAIPY on top of a special-purpose permissioned blockchain instead of the general-purpose Ethereum blockchain. While this allows tailoring such parameters to the special needs of CAIPY, it requires a careful distribution of permissioned blockchain nodes among the involved parties to avoid advantaging one of them. Finally, using general-purpose cryptocurrencies facilitates smart contract-based reimbursements as its payments have immediate value for the customer.

VI. RELATED WORK

Previous approaches to blockchain-based insurance mainly focus on the automation capabilities of the blockchain to cut costs as well as accelerating the processing of claims, enabling new payment forms, and improving the overall customer experience instead of privacy [20]–[22]. A platform to fully transfer mainstream insurance business to the blockchain is currently being created by the Blockchain Insurance Industry Initiative (B3i) [23], which is backed by multiple large insurers. Instead of using a public and existing blockchain such as Ethereum, this platform is based on the Hyperledger Fabric framework [9]. This necessitates to create a trustless consortium of blockchain nodes in order to avoid cartel issues. Relying on a public blockchain instead solves this issue and integrates well with already-existing blockchain ecosystems. Finally, blockchain-based vehicular forensics [24], [25] is in part orthogonal to this work, which focuses on simplified processing of insurance claims, but can further improve the decision-making of insurers using CAIPY.

Ensuring privacy on public blockchains while preserving the automation capabilities and the transparency of smart contracts is still technically challenging [26]. One stream of research [27]–[29] utilizes homomorphic encryption [30], [31] in order to implement privacy-preserving blockchain applications. Another approach to ensure privacy in smart contracts is to not only encrypt the processed data, but the whole smart contract and the corresponding transactions [32]. However, this approach does not allow a public validation of the contract, since only blockchain users with the decryption key can execute the contract and read the transaction payload [32].

Further, also the highly volatile exchange rates can quickly become an issue when established businesses want to use the blockchain. In contrast to most popular cryptocurrencies, so-called stablecoins such as Tether [33] measure their own value and apply countermeasures in case exchange rate fluctuations occur [34], [35]. As a result, stablecoins could be used as an appropriate alternative to classic currencies [35].

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented CAIPY, an Ethereum-based framework for the cost-efficient and privacy-preserving management of car insurance policies. Traditional processes are complex and cumbersome for both insurers and customers: Manual inspection of insurance claims is expensive, time-consuming, and prone to intransparent decisions and attempted insurance fraud.

CAIPY remedies this situation by complementing the traditional inspection of insurance claims with a semi-automated
and trustless approach. With CAIPY, we showcase that car insurers can simplify their processes, and thus reduce their costs, for common cases of insurance claims by outsourcing basic operations to smart contracts without disclosing confidential information to third parties. To enable this shift, CAIPY relies on and motivates a wide deployment of trusted sensors in the car industry, which allows a smart contract associated with the car to reliably recognize events that are relevant for potential claims, e.g., damages or malfunction. Another smart contract, which represents the insurance policy, subsequently manages the processing of such claims and is orchestrated via the CAIPY DApp, a simple-to-use browser-based frontend. This enables both parties to resolve insurance claims without extensive paperwork or having to consult external surveyors. However, CAIPY acknowledges that insurance involves complex decisions, which likely cannot be modeled appropriately by a smart contract. Hence, our design deliberately enables insurers and customers to opt for the consultation of external entities as in today’s insurance ecosystem.

Our prototypic implementation of CAIPY shows that simple decisions such as detection of a car crash could be settled at costs of under five dollars, which showcases the potential for blockchain-based insurance ecosystems.
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